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Concerts

HIM is a Finnish gothic rock band from Helsinki, that was formed in 1991. It is one of the most 
commercially successful Finnish bands of all time, with sales of over ten million records. The band 
has released eight studio albums, five compilations, three video releases, two box sets, along with 
one live and one remix album. At the beginning of the year HIM have announced a farewell tour, 
closing the final chapter of their 26 year career. Don’t miss the chance to see them in Moscow for 
the last time!

Hurts are English synthpop duo formed in 2009, consisting of synthesist Adam Anderson and 
singer Theo Hutchcraft. Their first two albums, Happiness and Exile, both reached the top ten 
in the United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, and Finland. For seven years of 
concerts Hurts, from a static pop group, turned into a rock-art project. So get ready for a number 
of surprises from the duo. Moreover, the group has prepared for Russian fans not only the most 
popular and favorite hits, but also absolutely new songs.

Iowa is a Belarusian pop music group, based in Saint Petersburg. The group’s name was formed 
after the album “Iowa” by the band Slipknot. Today it is one of the most popular Russian groups 
which creates trends for Russian pop music. Iowa’s music videos get millions of views on Youtube, 
and the band was nominee and winner of several prizes for its songs and videos. This November 
Iowa is performing a new concert program named “Dancing badly”.

Date and time: November 26, 8:00 pm
Venue: Stadium
Address: Leningradsky prospect 80 (m. Sokol, m. Panfilovkaya, m. Voikovskaya)
Phone: +7 (916) 440-47-50
Price: 4 000 – 15 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 17, 8:00 pm
Venue: Crocus City Hall
Address: 66th km of MKAD (m. Myakinino, m. Volokolamskaya)
Phone: +7 (499) 550-00-55
Price: 1 000 – 6 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

HIM
Rock

Hurts
Synthpop, Pop rock, Indie rock

Iowa
Pop

Back to content

Date and time: November 5, 8:00 pm
Venue: Megasport
Address: Hodinsky boulevard 3 (m. Dinamo)
Phone: +7 (495) 643-18-10
Price: 1 500 – 4 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/him-2017?schedule-date=2017-11-01
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/hurts-2017-msk?schedule-date=2017-11-01
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/iowa-2017-11?source=suggest
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Concerts

Infected Mushroom is an Israeli musical duo formed in Haifa in 1996. The group produces and 
performs psytrance, electronica, and psychedelic music. They are one of the best-selling groups 
in Israeli music history in terms of both domestic and international sales. Their live performances 
never fail to impress with psychedelic visuals, their trademark enigmatic vocals, hypnotic arrange-
ments, and psy-trippy synthetic rhythms.

This English pop rock band divides its music into two chapters. During the first part they made light 
music, which was similar to both Britpop and classic British bands. In the second one they began 
to feel inspired by funk and jazz of different countries and to experiment with electronics. As a 
result, their last album “Listen” is strikingly different from what they did before. The Kooks are com-
ing to Moscow as part of the tour “The Best Of”, so get ready to listen to all chapters of their music.

Russian rapper Miron Fyodorov, better known by stage name Oxxxymiron, is returning to Russian 
stages. He went a long way from an unknown rapper in London pubs to a Russian star with mil-
lions of funs. Oxxxymiron has been dominating the Russian urban scene in 2015 and 2016, but at 
the end of last year he disappeared from stages and decided to return only several months ago. 
The rapper is going to perform concerts in 12 cities at the end of the year, and he calls this tour 
Oxxxy-show. So it should be a great comeback of a famous rapper. 

Date and time: November 26, 8:00 pm
Venue: Red Club
Address: Bolotnaya naberezhnaya 9/1 (m. Polyanka, m. Kropotkinskaya, m. Tretyak-
ovskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 649-39-59
Price: 2 300 – 8 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 6, 8:00 pm
Venue: Green Concert
Address: Orjonikidze Street 11 (m. Ploshad Gagarina, m. Leninsky prospect, m. Shabo-
lovskaya) 
Phone: +7 (495) 230-10-30
Price: 2 500 – 10 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 6, 7:00 pm
Venue: Olympic Stadium
Address:  Olympiysky prospect 16/1 (m. Prospect Mira)
Phone: +7 (495) 688-53-22
Price: 2 000 – 4 500 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Infected Mushroom
Psychedelic trance, Electro house, Electronic

The Kooks
Indie rock, Pop rock

Oxxxymiron
Rap, Hip hop

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/infected-mushroom-2017?source=suggest
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/the-kooks-2017?source=suggest
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/concert/oxxxymiron-2017-11?schedule-date=2017-11-01
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Theater and Ballet

The most loved and mesmerizing of classical ballets, “Swan Lake” was Tchaikovsky’s first. It was 
composed in 1875 and over 100 years later it remains a favorite with ballet companies regularly 
performing it throughout the world. Today it is the symbol of Russian ballet. The scenario was 
fashioned from Russian folk tales and tells the story of Odette, a princess turned into a swan by 
an evil sorcerer’s curse. This classic story of good versus evil is considered one of the greatest 
ballets of all time.

“Nutcracker” by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky is one of the most famous works of the world ballet rep-
ertoire. Traditionally, the Nutcracker is set as a fairy tale, where children are waiting for Christmas, 
when toys are coming alive, and a brave wooden man turns into a beautiful prince. In the second 
act, the characters enter the fairy-tale kingdom, which is represented in the ballet by series of 
delightful dances. Visit the most beautiful scene of Moscow in Bolshoi theatre and plunge into the 
atmosphere of Christmas and magic.

Created for the New Stage of the Vakhtangov Theater, the project of Lithuanian choreographer 
Angelika Holina is a sensual story that shows the romantic appeal of a classical ballet. This is an 
universal ballet about relationships, about a man and a woman, faithful to nature and guided by 
their illusions. The music of the staging includes Chaikovsky’s and Adan’s compositions.

Date and time: November 12, 7:00 pm
Venue: Music hall
Address: Kalanchevskaya street 33/12 (m. Komsomolskaya) 
Phone: +7 (495) 680-20-49
Price: 1 000 – 2 500 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 28/29, 7:00 pm
Venue: Bolshoi Theatre
Address: Bolshaya Dmitrovka 4/2 (m. Teatralnaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 455-55-55
Price: 5 950 – 14 250 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: October 19, 7:30 pm
Venue: the Vakhtangov Theatre
Address: Arbat Street 26 (m. Smolenskaya)
Phone: +7 (499) 241-16-79
Price: 2 500 – 3 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Swan Lake
Ballet

The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
Ballet

Men and Women
Ballet

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/ballet/lebedinoe-ozero-teatr-korona-russkogo-baleta?schedule-date=2017-11-01
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/ballet/shchelkunchik-i-myshinyi-korol-balet-tsiurikha-shveitsariia?schedule-date=2017-11-01
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/performance/muzhchiny-i-zhenshchiny?schedule-date=2017-11-01
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Theater and Ballet

If you want to see a classic Russian opera – visit the staging Eugene Onegin in the Novaya Opera 
theatre. The opera is based on the classic novel Eugene Onegin, by Alexander Pushkin, and takes 
place in St. Petersburg during the 1820’s. It is often described as a “lyrical” opera. The melodies 
are very beautiful and romantic. Two of the most famous arias in the opera are the aria that Tatyana 
sings when she writes the letter to Onegin, and Lensky’s aria which he sings just before the duel. 
Tatyana is sung by a soprano, Lensky is a tenor and Eugene Onegin is a baritone.

The staging is based on a famous novel by the Russian writer Leo Tolstoy. This is a tragic story 
of a married aristocrat and her affair with the affluent Count Vronsky. The musical captures the 
subtle psychology and emotional depth of the great novel by Leo Tolstoy. The story of a dramatic 
relationship between a married woman and a young military man found an instant response in the 
hearts of the writer’s contemporary readership, but today Anna Karenina remains just as meaning-
ful providing a truly timeless portrait of society.

This is a story about despair and resentment, love and hope, where feelings are heightened by 
the danger of a circus profession. The staging is a synthesis of several genres: operetta, musical, 
dance and modern circus. The producer Sebastian Soldevila, one of the creators of the famous 
Canadian circus “7 fingers”, prepared for the musical many unique circus performances that the 
actors are performing together with professional circus artists.

Eugene Onegin
Opera

Anna Karenina
Musical

The Circus Princess
Musical

Date and time: November 12, 7:00 pm
Venue: Novaya Opera
Address: Karetny ryad 3 (m. Chehovskaya, m. Pushkinskaya)
Phone: + 7 (495) 694-08-68
Price: 600 – 1 500 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 8-19, 7:00 pm
Venue: Moscow operetta
Address: Bolshaya Dmitrovka 6 (m. Teatralnaya, m. Okhotny riad)
Phone: +7 (495) 925-50-50
Price: 900 – 4 100 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 1-6, 7:00 pm
Venue: Theatre of musical
Address: Pushkinskaya square 2 (m. Chehovskaya, m. Tverskaya, m. Pushkinskaya)
Phone: + 7 (495) 797-63-00
Price: 500 – 5 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/performance/muzhchiny-i-zhenshchiny?schedule-date=2017-11-01
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/musical/anna-karenina-operetta
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/theatre/printsessa-tsirka-teatr-miuzikla
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Exhibitions

The exhibition at Garage Museum of Contemporary Art is the first major survey of Takashi Mu-
rakami’s work in Russia and spans several periods of the artist’s career from the mid-1990s to now. 
Consisting of five sections that each explore a particular phenomenon in Japanese culture which 
has been formally or semantically examined by Murakami, the show reveals the artist’s inquiries 
into the nuanced facets of Japanese culture and public consciousness.

Chaim Soutine was a Russian-French painter of Jewish origin, he made a major contribution to 
the expressionist movement while living in Paris. The exhibition includes 64 works: paintings by 
Soutine himself, the work of old masters who influenced him, as well as works of contemporary 
artists inspired by his canvases. The exhibition will be held in the halls of the Main Building of the 
Pushkin Museum and consist of three sections: “Portraits”, “Landscapes” and “Still Life”.

The year 1917 is one of the most significant years in Russian history. The concept of the project is 
a new interpretation of the revolution, in which artists will demonstrate their thoughts and feelings 
they experienced during this period. The exhibition covers 120 canvases and sculptures from the 
collections of the State Tretyakov Gallery, the State Russian Museum and many other museums 
of different Russian cities.

Under the Radiation Falls
Contemporary art

Chaim Soutine. Retrospective
Painting

Someone 1917
Painting

Date and time: open until February 4
Venue: Garage Museum Of Contemporary Art
Address: Krymsky val 9 bld.32 (m. Oktyabrskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 645-05-20
Price: 500 RUB
Tickets: at the venue

Date and time: open until January 21
Venue: The Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
Address: Volkhonka street 12 (m. Kropotkinskaya, m. Borovitskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 697-95-78
Price: 300 RUB
Tickets: www.arts-museum.ru

Date and time: open until January 14
Venue: Tretyakov Gallery on Krymsky Val
Address: Krimsky Val 10 (m. Oktyabrskaya, m. Park Kultury)
Phone: +7 (499) 238-13-78
Price: 500 RUB
Tickets: at the venue

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/art/proizvedeniia-takasi-murakami
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/art/khaim-sutin-retrospektiva-2017-10
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/art/vystavka-nekto-1917
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The exhibition represents canvases of the Brazilian artist Johnny Nunez and includes book covers 
and editorial illustrations for printed publications made in the technique of trimatical. Johnny Nun-
ez was born in Colombia in 1983, since his childhood he has been fond of comics, cinema, and 
fine arts. In 2000, he began to study graphic design in Cali. Today, the artist lives in Dolgoprudny 
district and runs a design and illustration studio in Moscow.

The Amirican ABC gallery represents two exhibitions in Moscow, and one of them is “Mikhail Bar-
yshnikov, from the cycle Dance”. The heroes of the compositions are ballet dancers and people 
who like dancing. The exhibition includes the photos made by Ilse Bing, a German avant-garde 
and commercial photographer, and photos made by Mikhail Baryshnikov, a Soviet and American 
dancer, choreographer, and actor. The second exhibition, prepared by the ABC gallery, shows 
canvases of famous Russian artists of the XIX-XX centuries.

The exhibition is opened to commemorate the 10th aanniversary of the founding the studio “Nep-
okoryonnye”. The name of the project serves as a geotag, referring to the avenue in St. Petersburg. 
This avenue was the last resting place for hundreds of thousands mostly civilian victims of the 
1941-44 World War II siege of the city by Nazi Germany. Participants of this project use different 
techniques (from painting to performance or installations) to express themselves. 

Illustration
Painting

Mikhail Baryshnikov, from the cycle “Dance”
Photography

Prospekt Nepokoryonnykh/The avenue of Unsubdued
Contemporary art

Date and time: open until November 13
Venue: Artplay
Address: Nijnyaya Siromyatnicheskaya 10 (m. Kurskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 925-50-01
Price: 300 RUB
Tickets: at the venue

Date and time: open until November 12
Venue: Noviy Manege
Address: Georgievskiy side street 3 bld.3 (m. Teatralnaya, m. Ohotniy riad, m. Ploshad 
Revolutsii)
Phone: +7 (495) 692-44-59
Price: 350 RUB
Tickets: www.moscowmanege.ru

Date and time: open until November 12
Venue: Moscow Museum of Modern Art (MMOMA)
Address: Gogolevskiy boulevard 10 (m. Kropotkinskaya, m. Arbatskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 694-28-90
Price: free
Tickets: www.mmoma.ru

Exhibitions

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/free/illiustratsiia-2017?schedule-date=2017-11-06
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/free/illiustratsiia-2017?schedule-date=2017-11-06
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/art/prospekt-nepokorennykh?source=suggest
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Cinema

Back to content

You can watch movies in English and other foreign languages with subtitles at the following places in Moscow:

Pioner Cinema

Documentary film center

Pyat’ zvyozd

Address: Kutuzovskiy prospect 21 (m. Kievskaya, m. Kutuzovskaya)
Phone: +7 (499) 240-52-40
Showtimes and tickets: www.pioner-cinema.ru

Address: Zubovskiy bulvar 2/7
Phone: +7 (495) 637-79-19
Showtimes and tickets: www.cdkino.ru

Address: Bolshoy Ovchinnikovskiy pereulok 8 (m. Novokuznetskaya)
Phone: +7 (495) 510-28-88
Showtimes and tickets (available only in Russian): www.5zvezd.ru
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For Children

The show “Four oceans’ secret” will tell about the incredible adventures of a young inventor who 
made an unusual car - it can fly, swim, and walk. Together with the inventor you will fly into the 
past, the future, and the present, where you will meet various sea animals, and learn about them 
many interesting and fascinating things. Let the journey begin!

Peter Pan is a new play for children at the Vakhtangov Theater. The staging is made by very young 
actors – in 2016 they were students. The story about Peter Pan, a boy who did not want to grow 
up and was able to fly, will be showed on the New Stage of the Theater. Music for the performance 
was written by Peter Nalitch, he also used the songs of well-known musical groups Beatles and 
Queen. The performance takes 2 hours with one intermission, for children from 6 years old.

The story of Cinderella concerns a young woman forced into a life of servitude by her cruel step-
mother and self-centered stepsisters, who dreams of a better life. With the help of her Fairy God-
mother, Cinderella is transformed into a Princess and finds her Prince. The musical is full of magic, 
and its heroes are travelers of an amazing fairy-tale country. That’s why small audiences are always 
very fond of its charming atmosphere.

Four Oceans’ secret
Show

Peter Pan
Play

Cinderella
Musical

Date and time: November 1-12, 12:00, 3:00 pm
Venue: Moscvarium
Address: Prospect Mira 119 bld.23 (m. VDNH)
Phone: + 7 (499) 677-77-77
Price: 1 500 – 5 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 11, 12:00, 4:00 pm
Venue: the Vakhtangov Theatre
Address: Arbat Street 26 (m. Smolenskaya)
Phone: +7 (499) 241-16-79
Price: 2 000 – 5 000 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 4, 12:00
Venue: Moscow operetta
Address: Bolshaya Dmitrovka street 6 (m. Teatralnaya, m. Okhotniy riad)
Phone: +7 (495) 925-50-50
Price: 400 – 1 600 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/show/taina-chetyriokh-okeanov
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/theatre_show/piter-pen-teatr-imeni-evg-vakhtangova?source=selection-events
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/musical/zolushka-teatr-moskovskaia-operetta?schedule-date=2017-11-01
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For Children

Konyok Gorbunok is a folk written by Russian poet Piotr Ershov. It tells a story about a peasant’s 
son, Ivan (or Ivanushka), who is deemed a fool by his family. In truth, Ivan is a bright and resource-
ful young man, who, with the help of his magic pony (the horse of the title), outsmarts a dimwitted 
Tsar and marries a beautiful Tsarevna.

At the festival schoolchildren will be able to try themselves in the role of real IT specialists and get 
new digital skills. They will have the opportunity to realize their dreams and create their first com-
puter game or to program Minecraft, learn the design of a site, find new friends and like-minded 
children and communicate with real IT specialists in one language. Age and level of IT knowledge 
is not important, everyone will find something new and exciting at the festival. 

Limestone is a climbing center that includes a specially designed area for the smallest climbers. It 
has several amusement modules, and each is interesting in its own way. Children can also com-
pete with other kids in the center. Children are insured by experienced instructors, which help them 
to make right movements and overcome possible difficulties. The feeling of the conqueror of the 
peak will inspire all children to new achievements!

Konyok Gorbunok/The Little Humpbacked Horse
Musical

Digital Fest for Kids&Teens
Festival

Limestone
Climbing center 

Date and time: November 12, 1:00 pm, 6:00 pm
Venue: Moscow Art Theatre
Address: Kamergerskiy 3a bld.1 (m. Teatralnaya, m. Okhotniy riad)
Phone: +7 (495) 646-36-46
Price: 100 – 1 200 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: November 26, 10:00
Venue: Novaya shkola/New school
Address: Mosfilmovskaya 88/5 (m. Ramenki)
Phone: +7 (495) 532-26-88
Price: 690 – 1 490 RUB
Tickets: afisha.yandex.ru

Date and time: permanent
Venue: Limestone
Address: Lesnoryadskiy side street 18 bld.6 (m. Sokolniki)
Phone: +7 (499) 519-01-66
Price: 1 000 – 4 200 RUB
Tickets: www.lmstn.ru

Back to content

https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/musical/konek-gorbunok-mkht-im-chekhova
https://afisha.yandex.ru/moscow/festival/digital-fest-for-kids-teens?schedule-date=2017-11-01
www.lmstn.ru


 Ticket instructions
Dear Friends,

There are 3 major ways to buy tickets for any kind of events in Moscow: book them online, purchase at the box office, or
buy tickets directly at the venue. In this section, you will find short description for all these ways, pros and cons of them,
and instructions that will ease-up the process of buying tickets and help you to discover more in Moscow!

       Online

Off course, the most convenient and preferable way is to buy tickets online. There are ticket distributors, which sell whole 
variety of tickets but require commission, and there are venues that have an option of buying tickets online at their official 
sites. Below are the pros and cons of online way to do it.

Pros:   -Convenience. You can choose from a variety of events and purchase tickets even from your smartphone.
  -English support. Some websites have English version. For others you can use instant translation add-ons
  for you browser (Chrome and Opera have this option build-in)

Cons:   -Commission. You will need to pay 10% commission on every ticket. The exceptions are venue’s official
  sites, from where you can buy it commission free.
  -Lack of seats. The seating chart are not the same for all ticket distribution sites.

Here are our step-by-step instructions for online ticket distributors you saw on the pages of this particular digest.

Parter.ru is a branch of Eventim International - the worldwide ticket distribution site. This service has full English version,
which makes it much easier to use.

Step 1
Go to www.parter.ru
At the top of the right side there 
will be language selection button.
Click on that button 
and choose “English”.

Step 2
In the search panel 
type the name of the
performer, event or venue.
Click on search to find it 
or choose the right suggestion 
from dropdown menu.
You may also use the menu 
bar on the left side to
do the search.

Step 3
Now you are on the event’s page.
Here you can see some short 
information about it, check the
overview, look at different venues
that can host this event and read 
other people’s reviews.
Click on “Tickets” to proceed 
with purchase.

       Back to content

http://www.parter.ru


 Ticket instructions
Step 4
On the “Tickets” page you can 
choose the price and the quantity
of tickets which were preselected
by the site in “Best seat booking 
menu”. But to choose more accurate
you better click on “Seating chart 
booking” to search for your seat
yourself.

Step 5
Here you should zoom in using
“+” button (1), and choose the right
seats you want (2).
After that, click on 
“Add to shopping cart button” (3).

Step 6
On your “Shopping cart” page there 
is a timer (1) that shows the remaining 
time your tickets will be held. If the
time will run out the ticket will become 
available to be purchased by other 
people too.

Below there is your ticket information.
Please note that this kind of sites 
have commission or ticket service 
charge! Usually it is 10% out of total
sum.

Next, choose the best shipping option
for you in the menu below (2). In our 
example we chose “E-ticket” as the 
most popular option. 
Click on “Continue” button to 
proceed (3).

Back to content



 Ticket instructions
Step 7
Type your Username and Password 
on the “Address” page (1) and click
“Continue” (2).

If you are not registered yet, click 
on “I am new customer” or ”I want 
a guest login” blocks and provide 
your address and personal 
information.

Step 8
Select your payment type. In our 
example we chose “Credit card” 
as the most popular option. 

Provide your credit card details (1) 
or other information if you chose 
other option.
Click on “Continue to Verification” 
to proceed (2).

Back to content



 Ticket instructions
Step 9
On top of your confirmation
page you will see your order number.

The email with PDF version of your 
ticket will be sent to your mailbox 
shortly.

Don’t forget to print it! You will 
need to show that printed e-ticket 
at the event.

Step 1
Go to afisha.yandex.ru
On the very bottom of that 
page you will find a
choose language button.

Step 2
Scroll back to top and type the name
of the performer, event or venue (1).
Click on suggestion from dropdown 
menu (2).
You may also use the menu bar 
below to do the search.

Yandex.Afisha displays offers from multiple ticket distributors on the venue's seating chart and recommends the best 
seats in each price range. It has a little English support but with our instruction you will be able to use it right.

Back to content



 Ticket instructions
Step 3
Now you can zoom in and choose 
the seat (1).
There are some seats marked with
flags. Those are recommended as 
the best seats.
The price of it will appear right next 
to the yellow button 
“Купить”/”Buy” (2).
Click on that button to proceed.

Step 4
Next you will need to provide your 
personal information, email and 
phone number (1). No registration 
needed!
To proceed click on the yellow 
button “Продолжить”/“Proceed” 
below (2).

Step 5
Check if the information in the right
block is correct (1)
Please note that this kind of sites 
have commission or ticket service 
charge! Usually it is 10% out of
total sum.
If it’s correct click on yellow button 
“Да, все верно”/”Yes, all is correct”
below to proceed (2).
If it’s not, click on the white button 
“Назад”/”Back” next to it.

Back to content

http://intermarkrelocation.ru/


 Ticket instructions
Step 6
Next fill up your credit card 
details (1).
When you will be done, click on 
yellow button “Оплатить”/”Pay” 
below (2).
On the opposite side from that 
button there is a timer that shows 
the remaining time your tickets
will be held. If the time will run out 
the ticket will become available to 
be purchased by other people too.

Step 7
Congratulations! The email with 
PDF version of your ticket will be 
sent to your mailbox shortly.
You can also click on 
“Скачать PDF”/”Download PDF” 
button to download it right away.
Don’t forget to print it! You will 
need to show that printed e-ticket
at the event.

There are lot of different box offices 
all around Moscow. Most of them
look like kiosks with whole bunch
of posters and
playbills on them.

Pros:
-Location. Usually, box offices are 
  situated near metro stations, in 
  the malls or at the main streets.
-Variety. You are able to choose 
  different events to attend and 
  tickets for them at one place.
-Practice Russian. You have 
  possibility to increase your 
  Russian language skill while 
  communicating with the seller.

Cons:
-Commission. For most events you
  will need to pay 5-15% 
  commission on every ticket.
-Cash only. Not all of the box 
  offices have a purchase via 
  credit card option.
-Time. You will have to walk or  
  drive there, which can be time 
  consuming.

      Box offices

Back to content
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If you decided to go straight to a
venue to get tickets, don’t forget
to check opening hours of the 
ticket desk first, because it can 
differ from the rest of the building.

Pros:
-Best price. Here you can buy 
 tickets commission free.
-Best seat. The venue’s ticket 
 desk usually has the biggest 
 amount of seats available, from 
 which you can choose your best.
-Practice Russian. Again, you have
 possibility to increase your Russian 
 language skill while communicating 
 with the seller.

Cons:
-Cash only. Not all of the box 
offices have a purchase via credit 
card option.
-Time. You will have to walk or 
drive there, which can be time 
consuming. Same time, you will 
be aware of the venue’s location.

Fraud alert:
NEVER BUY TICKETS
FROM HAND! 
It will save your money, time 
and nerves.

Venues
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 Ticket instructions
     Dictionary and phrasebook

This short dictionary and phrasebook will help you with buying tickets and getting around at the event itself.

Act 

Actor/Player

Actress

Art

Back row 

Ballet

Band

Benoir

Book

Box

Box office

Buffet

Buy ticket

Cast

Check(in the 

cloakroom)

Children

Cinema/Movies

Circus

Cloakroom

Closed

Comedy

Concert

Conductor

Date

Director

Drama

Dress circle

E-ticket 

Encore

Entrance

Event

Exhibit

Exhibition

Exit

Exursion

Играть

Актер 

Актриса

Искусство

Последний ряд

Балет

Группа

Бенуар

Забронировать

Ложа

Театральная 

касса

Буфет

Купить билет

Состав 

исполителей

Номерок

Дети

Кинотеатр

Цирк

Гардероб

Закрыто

Комедия

Концерт

Дирижер

Дата

Режиссер

Драма

Бельэтаж

Электронный 

билет

Бис

Вход

Мероприятие

Экспонат

Выставка

Выход

Экскурсия 

 ig'rat

ak'ter 

ak'trisa

iskuss'tvo

posle'dniy ryad

bale't

gru'ppa

be'nuar

zabro'nirovat

lo'ja

teatra'lnaya 

ka'ssa

bu'fet

ku'pit bi'let

so'stav ispol'niteley

nome'rok

de'ti

kino'teattr

cirk

gar'derob

za'krito

come'diya

con'cert

diri'jer

da'ta

regi'sser

dra'ma

belle'etaj

elek'troniy bi'let

bis

vhod

mero'priyatie

ex'ponat

vi'stavka

vi'hod

ex'kursiya

Front row 

Gangway/Aisle

Interval

Left side

Music 

Musician

Concert tour

Open

Opening times

Opera-glasses 

Participant

Play

Play a role

Premiere/

First night

Price

Rehearsal

Restricted view

Right side

Row

Scenery

Seat

Showtimes

Singer

Sold out

Stage

Stage door

Stalls

Syopsis

Theater

Ticket

Ticket delivery

Tragedy

Upper circle

Venue

Ticket return

Первый ряд

Проход

Антракт

Левая сторона

Музыка

Музыкант

Гастроли

Открыто

Время  работы

Бинокль

Участник 

Спектакль

Играть роль

Премьера

Цена

Репетиция

Места с 

ограничением 

видимости

Правая сторона

Ряд

Декорации

Место

Афиша

Певец

Все билеты проданы

Сцена 

Служебный вход

Партер

Краткое 

содержание

Театр

Билет

Доставка билетов

Трагедия

Балкон

Место проведения 

Возврат билета

per'viy ryad

pro'hod

an'trakt

leva'ya sto'rona

mu'zika

mu'zikant

gastro'li

otkri'to

vre'mya ra'boti

bi'nokl

u'chastnik

spe'ktakl

Ig'rat rol

prem'iera

ce'na

repet'iciya

me'sta s 

ogra'nicheniem 

vidi'mosti

pra'vaya sto'rona

ryad

deco'racii

me'sto

afi'sha

pe'vec

vse bi'leti pro'dani

sce'na

slu'jebniy vhod

pa'rter

kra'tkoe 

soder'janie

tea'atr

bi'let

do'stavka bi'letov

tra'gediya

bal'con

me'sto pro'vedeniya

voz'vrat bi'leta

I want to buy one/two/ three tickets.

Do you have tickets for…

How much is the ticket?

Can I pay via credit card?

Show me the seating chart please.

Show me the best seats please.

I want to return my ticket?

Я хочу купить один/два/три билета.

У вас есть билеты на…

Сколько стоит билет?

Можно ли оплатить картой?

Покажите мне схему зала пожалуйста.

Покажите мне лучшие места пожалуйста.

Я хочу вернуть билет?

Ya ho’chu ku’pit o’din/dva/tri bi’leta.

U vas est bi’leti na…

Skol’ko sto’it bi’let?

Moj’no li o’platit kar’toy?

Po’kajite mne’she’mu za’la po’jalusta.

Po’kajite mne lu’chshie me’sta po’jalusta.

Ya ho’chu ver’nut bi’let.
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